Scientists, Humanitarians Unite For All-Tech B-Ball Clash

BASKETBALL
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ments reunited into the top (aeronautical engineering) for Bill Ashby, that 6'7" giant who may actually defy the laws of the free, and play ball. Famed for his rocket shot which has never been duplicated, in fact never ma de, Bill promises to supply a lot of activity in that bag battle.

Another center with a famous re-verb name, Joe Chamberlain, better known as "Red", will be on to demonstrate his famous "jump shot" which has to be seen to be believed. Though it's been ten years since he last com peted in athletics, "Red" promises not to let the empty state get in his way.

"Jumping Joe" and his famous rocket shot will be on hand to supply the Engineer-Administration team with some added points.

Unusual in the sense that he does not use the backhand for his return, "Jumping Joe" will make easy work of the heads of the men opposing him.

The mechanical engineer rests to their representative men other than another Brown (this should really add to the confusion), Prof. George Brown who boasts the highest reciprocating scoring average in his high school's history. A deadly push shot and a long jump shot from the bench are Prof. Brown's greatest assets.

While both Speakers of the red team are still searching for someone to take their place, the knowledgeable will be in the audience for this great event. A deadly push shot and a long jump shot from the bench are Prof. Brown's greatest assets.

At last minute, the Engineer-Administration team is relying on their former star,former All-Even Star, Mr. Kupert brings action and not words into the clash. This is a great opportunity for any Tech student to discover the true duties of an As assistant Chancellor.

Although both teams are still searching for someone to fill the places mentioned above, they bring action and not words into the clash. This is a great opportunity for any Tech student to discover the true duties of an Assistant Chancellor.

No matter where the game is played, the audience will be entertained. A friendly spirit, an intemnediate above all, will be on hand with whistle in mouth to supply all the necessary officials, and then some, to a score to be recorded with a few more to be added. At the end of the game, the audience will be well rewarded with a team for next year's contest.

Mr. Chamberlain promises to add a little color to this otherwise somber occasion. With his rocket shot, the former Star, will, according to his promise, will make easy work of the heads of the men opposing him.

Assistant Chancellor Kupert could not find a team of "fine whole men". Known by those who know him and well as "Eliott" the man wretched, Mr. Kupert brings action and not words into the clash. This is a great opportunity for any Tech student to discover the true duties of an Assistant Chancellor.

Assistance from various offices is being given to the Engineer-Administration team by the aid of"Red". At least some of the Tech students are being given the opportunity to discover the true duties of an Assistant Chancellor.

No matter where the game is played, the audience will be entertained. A friendly spirit, an indifferent above all, will be on hand with whistle in mouth to supply all the necessary officials, and then some, to a score to be recorded with a few more to be added. At the end of the game, the audience will be well rewarded with a team for next year's contest.

Mr. Chamberlain promises to add a little color to this otherwise somber occasion. With his rocket shot, the former Star, will, according to his promise, will make easy work of the heads of the men opposing him.

Assistant Chancellor Kupert could not find a team of "fine whole men". Known by those who know him well as "Eliott" the man wretched, Mr. Kupert brings action and not words into the clash. This is a great opportunity for any Tech student to discover the true duties of an Assistant Chancellor.

Although both teams are still searching for someone to fill the places mentioned above, they bring action and not words into the clash. This is a great opportunity for any Tech student to discover the true duties of an Assistant Chancellor.

No matter where the game is played, the audience will be entertained. A friendly spirit, an indifferent above all, will be on hand with whistle in mouth to supply all the necessary officials, and then some, to a score to be recorded with a few more to be added. At the end of the game, the audience will be well rewarded with a team for next year's contest.

At least some of the Tech students are being given the opportunity to discover the true duties of an Assistant Chancellor.

You're ahead, in a Violett, but you'd scarcely know it. So free from vibration— you can balance a train of cars— and noise seems left behind. Such comfort and speed is made possible by new jet-engine engines— engines that operate exclusively with a special synthetic lubricant developed by Esso Research.

In these and hundreds of ways— ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil!